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1. 12 marks(a) Describe the quorum consensus replication scheme and then Gi�ord's �le replicationscheme.(b) Use the quorum consensus replication scheme and implement a distributed LIFOqueue.2. 6 marksThree computers together provide a replicated service. The manufacturers claim thateach computer has a mean time between failures of �ve days; a failure typically takes fourhours to �x. What is the availability of the replicated service?3. 12 marks(a) Show that the protocol given below is not a correct solution to the mutual exclusionproblem for a system with two processes, P and Q.Protocol for P (the one for Q is symmetric)�����������when <become hungry> dostate := hungrysend(PERMISSION_REQUEST) to Qend_dowhen receive(PERMISSION_GRANTED) from Q dostate := eating<eat>end_dowhen receive(PERMISSION_REQUEST) from Q doif state = eating then Deferred := trueelse send(PERMISSION_GRANTED) to Qend_ifend_dowhen <�nished eating> dostate := thinkingif Deferred = true then send(PERMISSION_GRANTED) to Q Deferred := falseend_ifend_do 1



(a) Deferred is initialised to true for both P and Q.(b) Give an enhancement to the above protocol to make it a correct solution for themutual exclusion problem in a system with two processes, P and Q. Give an informalargument (3 or 4 sentences) for the correctness of your protocol.4. 18 marks(a) Prove the impossibility to solve the Byzantine Generals problem in a system withthree processes, one of which is faulty.(b) How can we extend this result to the general system with n processes?5. 12 marks(a) Linda and IVY are two DSM systems that are based on two completely di�erentdesign philosophies. Which are the di�erences in these philosophies? What is thebig plus of the IVY system and what is the big minus?(b) We use the notation W (x)v to denote a write operation to the variable x with thevalue v, and R(x)v to denote a read operation to the variable x that returns thevariable v.Initially, all variables are set to zero. Is the memory underlying the following twoprocesses sequentially consistent?:P1: R(x)1;R(x)2;W (y)1P2: W (x)1;R(y)1;W (x)2
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